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Abstract

The past decade has seen an abundance of work
seeking to detect, characterize, and measure on-
line hate speech. A related, but less studied
problem, is the specification of identity groups
targeted by that hate speech. Predictive ac-
curacy on this task can supplement additional
analyses beyond hate speech detection, moti-
vating its study. Using the Measuring Hate
Speech corpus, which provided annotations for
targeted identity groups on roughly 50,000 so-
cial media comments, we create neural network
models to perform multi-label binary prediction
of identity groups targeted by a social media
comment. Specifically, we study 8 broad iden-
tity groups and 12 identity sub-groups within
race and gender identity. We find that these net-
works exhibited good predictive performance,
achieving ROC AUCs of greater than 0.9 and
PR AUCs of greater than 0.7 on several identity
groups. At the same time, we find performance
suffered on identity groups less represented in
the dataset. We validate model performance
on the HateCheck and Gab Hate Corpora, find-
ing that predictive performance generalizes in
most settings. We additionally examine the per-
formance of the model on comments targeting
multiple identity groups. Lastly, we discuss is-
sues with a standardized conceptualization of a
“target” in hate speech corpora, and its relation
to intersectionality. Our results demonstrate the
feasibility of simultaneously detecting a broad
range of targeted groups in social media com-
ments, and offer suggestions for future work on
modeling and dataset annotation for this task.

1 Introduction

The proliferation of hate speech on online plat-
forms continues to be a significant human rights is-
sue, associated with a host a negative consequences

(Tsesis, 2002; Wilson, 2017). Hate speech distin-
guishes itself from other types of toxic or offensive
content in that it specifically targets an individual or
group on the basis of their membership in an iden-
tity group, such as race, religion, gender, sexual
orientation, etc. (Sellars, 2016). Thus, develop-
ing methods that can identify and characterize hate
speech, and its targets, is of paramount importance.

Given the scale of online hate speech, much ef-
fort has been made toward the development of au-
tomated approaches to classify or measure it given
raw text (Fortuna and Nunes, 2018; Tontodimamma
et al., 2021). While initial efforts used binary la-
bels, subsequent work has introduced additional
labels that more finely characterize or measure hate
speech (Kennedy et al., 2020; Davidson et al., 2017;
Kennedy et al., 2022). These include studies that
implicitly specify the targeted identity group, such
as labeling speech as racism or sexism (Waseem
and Hovy, 2016).

Predicting the identity group targeted by social
media content is useful beyond hate speech de-
tection. Such algorithms could identify comments
that target groups of interest for secondary analyses.
These analyses include evaluating the impacts, such
as adverse health outcomes, of social media target-
ing specific communities (Nguyen et al., 2021).
Furthermore, leveraging knowledge of the target
identity can better inform interventions or moder-
ation of hateful content (Tekiroglu et al., 2020).
Thus, automated approaches to targeted identity
prediction could serve these analyses by streamlin-
ing the process of labeling new corpora for study.

While some efforts have been made to develop al-
gorithms that predict targeted identity groups, they
have largely focused on classifying individual vs.
group targets (Zampieri et al., 2019) or implicitly
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characterizing the target (Waseem and Hovy, 2016).
Predictive models capable of identifying a broad
range of targeted protected classes have been less
studied (Chiril et al., 2022). Hate speech corpora
that include the requisite range of targeted iden-
tity annotations have been limited until recently,
opening the door to a full examination of this prob-
lem (Kennedy et al., 2020; Mathew et al., 2020;
Kennedy et al., 2022).

In this work, we developed models to predict
identity groups targeted by social media comments.
Using the Measuring Hate Speech (MHS) corpus
(Kennedy et al., 2020), we trained neural networks
to predict 8 identity group and 12 sub-group targets
of hate speech. We demonstrated that these mod-
els exhibited good predictive performance, validat-
ing them within the MHS corpus and on external
datasets. Lastly, we examined model performance
on comments with multiple targets, finding that
performance depended highly on those targets.

2 Related Work

Hate Speech Detection and Measurement. This
work builds on the long line of work investigat-
ing automated hate speech detection (Waseem and
Hovy, 2016; Waseem, 2016; Davidson et al., 2017;
Del Vigna et al., 2017). Currently, the state-of-
the-art approaches utilize large-scale transformer
models with transfer learning to detect hate speech
(Koufakou et al., 2020; Tran et al., 2020). We use
similar approaches in this work.

Targeted Identity Detection. Most work inves-
tigating the identification of identity targets in hate
speech has viewed it as a sub-task of hate speech
detection (Waseem et al., 2017). Several works
focused on hate speech detection have implicitly
considered target identity via labels that contain
information about the target of the speech, such as
“racism”, “sexism”, and others (Kwok and Wang,
2013; Waseem and Hovy, 2016; Indurthi et al.,
2019; Grimminger and Klinger, 2021). Other work
has considered hate speech targets in the context
of “single” or “group” targets. Notably, the shared
task OffensEval 2019 (Zampieri et al., 2019) in-
cluded single vs. group target identification, which
has been used in subsequent multi-task frameworks
(Plaza-del Arco et al., 2021). Lastly, Mossie and
Wang (2020) consider the identification of ethnic
groups in Ehtiopian social media comments.

Several works have sought to define the notion
of “targeting” while providing analysis on what

groups are targeted (ElSherief et al., 2018; Silva
et al., 2016). These works largely used rules or
lexica based approaches for detection. Shvets et al.
(2021) explicitly define a “target” and correspond-
ing “aspects”, while developing neural networks to
extract text matching these concepts in comments.

The creation of corpora that provide labels on
targeted identity groups have allowed further anal-
ysis of targeted identity prediction (Mathew et al.,
2020; Kennedy et al., 2020, 2022). Most relevant
to this work is an analysis by Chiril et al. (2022)
examining multi-task target identity prediction on
a wide range of past corpora. Our study builds on
these works by examining the performance on a
thorough range of both broad target identity groups
and more specific sub-groups.

3 Methods

All code used in this work is available on the
hate_measure repository1, which contains a
codebase of various models applicable to the
MHS dataset, and the hate_target repository2,
which contains the code used for the analyses and
figures described in this paper. All datasets were
obtained as described by their corresponding en-
tries on the Hate Speech Data website (Vidgen and
Derczynski, 2020).

3.1 Datasets
We trained and evaluated all models on the Measur-
ing Hate Speech (MHS) corpus created by Kennedy
et al. (2020). We performed additional generaliza-
tion evaluations on two other corpora: the Hate-
Check Corpus (Röttger et al., 2021) and Gab Hate
Corpus (GHS) (Kennedy et al., 2022). We chose to
train on the MHS corpus because it was the largest
dataset that covered a diverse range of platforms.

Measuring Hate Speech. The MHS corpus was
constructed to facilitate the measurement of hate
speech with item response theory. It consists of
50,070 hate speech comments obtained from Red-
dit, Youtube, and Twitter, labeled by 11,143 anno-
tators. Annotations consisted of 10 survey items
spanning a theorized spectrum of hatefulness. Ad-
ditional annotations, of main interest for this work,
included the target of the comment. Specifically,
annotators were asked “Is the [comment] directed
at or about any individuals or groups based on...”,

1https://github.com/dlab-projects/
hate_measure

2https://github.com/dlab-projects/
hate_target
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with the option to select among the following eight
identity groups: race/ethnicity, religion, national
origin or citizenship status, gender, sexual orien-
tation, age, disability status, political identity; or
“none of the above”. Annotators could select more
than one identity group. We note that the MHS cor-
pus allows target identity annotations to include
those that are the subject of supportive speech.
Thus, “target” within the scope of this dataset can
be understood to mean the identity group a com-
ment speaks to, whether it is hateful or supportive.

For each identity group selected (if any), the an-
notator was prompted to select identity sub-groups.
For example, if the annotator indicated a target
based on race/ethnicity, they were asked to spec-
ify racial/ethnic sub-group identities, including:
Black/African American, Hispanic/Latino, Asian,
Middle Eastern, Native American or Alaska Native,
Pacific Islander, Non-hispanic White, or an “Other”
category with the option to provide written text.
As another example, the possible sub-groups for
gender identity included Men, Women, Non-binary,
Transgender Men, Transgender Women, or Trans-
gender unspecified (along with an “Other” cate-
gory allowing for annotator specification). See
Appendix B for all identity sub-groups.

HateCheck Corpus. The HateCheck Corpus
is comprised of a set of functional tests for hate
speech detection models. The samples in Hate-
Check are synthetically constructed to allow diag-
nostic assessment of model performance. These
synthetic expressions generally make apparent who
the target is, e.g., “I hate [IDENTITY GROUP]”.
Thus, they serve as a useful sanity check for vali-
dating the performance of a model.

The HateCheck Corpus contains 3,901 com-
ments, of which 3,606 have a labeled target. These
targets are specifically labeled as “gay people”,
“women”, “disabled people”, “Muslims”, “black
people”, “trans people”, and “immigrants”. To eval-
uate generalization performance, we recast these la-
bels as follows: “gay people”→ Sexual Orientation,
“women” → Gender Identity, “disabled people” →
Disability, “Muslims” → Religion, “black people”
→ Race, “trans people” → Gender Identity, and
“immigrants” → National Origin.

Gab Hate Corpus. The Gab Hate Corpus
(GHC) is comprised of 27,665 posts from the so-
cial media platform Gab (Kennedy et al., 2022).
Using a hierarchical coding typology, The posts
were annotated for “the presence of hate-based

rhetoric.” The corresponding identity group tar-
gets include nationality/regionalism, race/ethnicity,
gender identity, religious/spiritual identity, sexual
orientation, ideology, political identification, and
mental/physical health status. We recast the ideol-
ogy and political identification labels as a single
“political ideology” label and map the remaining
groups directly onto those of the MHS corpus.

The GHC only includes target identity labels
if the comment expressed hate toward those tar-
get identities. Since the MHS corpus includes tar-
get identity labels for either hateful or supportive
speech, we omitted samples in the GHC which
lacked target identity labels, resulting in a sub-
corpus of 7,801 comments. We did this since a
model trained on the MHS may predict targets for
the GHC that would have no corresponding label,
since annotators would not have identified targets
if they did not deem the comment hateful.

3.2 Data Preparation
We performed minimal preprocessing on each data
sample, including normalizing blank space and re-
placing URLs, phone numbers, and emails with
respective tokens. We then passed each com-
ment through a tokenizer corresponding to the base
model architecture being trained.

We formulated the task of predicting targeted
identities as a multi-label binary prediction. How-
ever, each comment was annotated by more than
one annotator. Annotators expressed moderate
agreement on identifying the targeted groups, with
Krippendorff’s alphas ranging from 0.6−0.75 (see
Appendix C). We used soft labeling for training,
where the proportion of annotators identifying an
identity group as a target served as the “label”.
When calculating evaluation metrics, we only used
binary labels by majority voting.

Following Kennedy et al. (2020), we removed
annotators according to two quality checks revolv-
ing around the infit mean-square statistic (Linacre
et al., 2002), and satisfactory identification of tar-
get identities. Filtering annotators according to
these quality checks resulted in 8,472 annotators
remaining, with 39,565 accompanying comments.

3.3 Model Architecture
We tested various pre-trained transformer architec-
tures in predicting the multi-label binary outcome.
Specifically, we used Universal Sentence Encoder
(Cer et al., 2018), BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), and
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) as base models. We
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Figure 1: Transformer models are predictive of target identity groups. The performance on target group identity
prediction across test folds of the MHS corpus as quantified by threshold-dependent and threshold-agnostic metrics.
Error bars denote the standard deviation across the test folds. a. Precision, recall, and F1 score on test set data
according to a 0.5 threshold, for each target group identity. b. ROC and PR AUC on test set data. Black lines denote
the incidence rate (proportion of positive labels) of the corresponding target identity group. Identity groups are
sorted in order of decreasing incidence rate.

stacked a feedforward layer on top of the model em-
beddings, and then placed M binary output layers,
where M is the number of output groups under con-
sideration. We applied dropout to the feedforward
layer, with the specific rate chosen as a hyperpa-
rameter. We used pre-trained models obtained from
HuggingFace (Wolf et al., 2020).

3.4 Training Procedure

We considered a variety of hyperparameter con-
figurations when training models, varying the size
of the dense layer, the batch size, and the dropout
rate. The full set of configurations is listed in Ap-
pendix A. We used a validation set to determine
the number of epochs to train on, as described be-
low. We additionally weighted each sample by the
square root of the number of annotators. Lastly,
we used cross-entropy as the loss function for each
output, and used the sum of individual losses as the
loss for the entire network.

We performed 5-fold cross validation to train
and evaluate models. After shuffling the data across
samples, we split the dataset into 5 folds. For each
architecture, we trained 5 models, each using 4
folds for training and the remaining fold for evalua-
tion. Each training fold was further split into train-
ing and validation sets. We then trained the model
using the training set data with early stopping on
the validation loss. When validation performance
decreased past epoch E, we halted training, and
retrained the model on the entire training fold for E
epochs. We then evaluated the model performance

on the test fold. Model evaluation metrics were
reported across the 5 test folds. For out-of-corpus
generalization tasks, we applied a model trained
on the entire dataset, using the average number of
epochs across folds during cross-validation.

3.5 Evaluation Metrics

Since most labels we considered were imbalanced,
we evaluated an array of complementary metrics.
As is commonly done, we focused on a set of
threshold-dependent metrics (precision, recall, F1
score) and threshold-agnostic metrics (ROC AUC
and PR AUC) in the main text. We report two
additional metrics–the accuracy over chance and
log-odds difference–in the Appendix.

We used traditional threshold-dependent metrics
capturing false positive/false negative rates, includ-
ing the precision, recall, and F1 score. We calcu-
lated these metrics using predictions at a threshold
of 0.5, unless otherwise specified. We supplement
the traditional metrics with threshold-agnostic met-
rics, including the area under the receiver operater
characteristic curve (ROC AUC), and the area un-
der the precision-recall curve (PR AUC). Impor-
tantly, we use the PR AUC in addition to ROC
AUC as it may be more informative in imbalanced
datasets (Davis and Goadrich, 2006). We used
macro-averaging to summarize a metric across la-
bels. This process consisted of weighting each
label’s performance metric by their incidence rate
when calculating an overall average.

We considered two additional metrics: accu-
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racy over chance and the log-odds difference. For
brevity, we describe them here, but report their
values in Appendix A. We considered accuracy di-
vided by chance performance in order to confirm
that models did in fact generalize beyond that of
a naive classifier which could artificially achieve
high accuracy in imbalanced settings. In highly im-
balanced settings (i.e., fewer than 1% of the labels
in the positive class), accuracy over chance may not
sufficiently capture the performance of a predictive
model. This stems from the difficulty in improving
performance in highly accurate regimes (e.g., it is
more difficult to improve from 99% to 99.5% than
90% to 90.5% accuracy). Thus, we additionally
turn to the log-odds difference:

LOD = log

(
a

1− a

)
− log

(
b

1− b

)
(1)

where a is the test set accuracy and b is the baseline
accuracy (e.g., chance). The log-odds difference
more effectively weights the difficulty in achiev-
ing performance gains when the dataset is heavily
imbalanced (e.g., the second term is very large).

4 Results

Our main goal was the multi-label binary predic-
tion of target identity groups. We first trained and
evaluated models to predict the targeting of the
broad identity groups. We repeated these experi-
ments, but on identity sub-group predictions. We
then evaluated the performance of the model on two
additional datasets: the HateCheck and Gab Hate
Corpora. Lastly, we evaluated the performance of
the model on samples which had multiple targets.

4.1 Targeted Identity Group Prediction

We first considered the task of predicting the
identity group(s) targeted by a comment. We
constructed a multi-label binary prediction task,
with the binary outcomes corresponding to gender,
race/ethnicity, sexual orientation, religion, national
origin, politics, disability, and age (ordered in de-
creasing incidence rate). We then trained a variety
of transformer-based neural networks to predict the
targeting of each identity group in parallel. Each
model consisted of a base network (pre-trained
transformer model) stacked with a dense layer map-
ping onto the 8 identity groups, with variations on
the hyperparameter configuration and data prepa-
ration. The full set of experiments and architec-
tures, along with their performance, is listed in

Appendix A. For brevity, we show results using
a RoBERTa-Large base network with soft labels
and training samples weighted by number of an-
notators (see Methods), which exhibited the best
performance of the models we considered.

We found that the model generally excelled at
predicting the target of the comment, with perfor-
mance varying according to the incidence rate of
the label. We first evaluated model performance us-
ing threshold-dependent metrics such as precision,
recall, and the F1 score (Fig. 1a). At a threshold of
0.5, the model achieved F1 scores from 0.7− 0.85
for the gender, race, sexual orientation, and reli-
gion labels. For national origin, politics, disability,
and age, the F1 score decreased. This likely corre-
sponds to the decrease in incidence rate for these
labels (Fig. 1b: black lines). Additionally, preci-
sion generally exceeded recall, indicating that the
model generally suffered from false negatives more
often than false positives. This implies that the
model could fail to identify comments which tar-
geted identity groups, particularly for the national
origin and political ideology labels.

We examined the threshold-agnostic labels–
ROC AUC and PR AUC–similarly finding that they
indicated high predictive accuracy (Fig. 1b). The
ROC AUC values for all identity groups were above
0.90. Meanwhile, PR AUC values were above 0.80
for the gender, race, sexual orientation, and religion
labels, above 0.60 for the politics and disability la-
bels, and below 0.30 for age. The performance of
the PR AUC roughly tracked with the incidence
rate (Fig. 1b), as we might expect. We note that
the PR AUC may be a better indicator of perfor-
mance than the ROC AUC due to the imabalanced
nature of the dataset (Davis and Goadrich, 2006).
Together, these results demonstrate that the model
can simultaneously predict several targeted identity
groups. However, this performance suffers on iden-
tity groups that are less represented in the dataset
(e.g., age and disability).

4.2 Targeted Identity Sub-Group Prediction

We next considered the prediction of specific iden-
tity sub-groups. For example, secondary analy-
ses on social media comments may be interested
in comments targeting a specific gender identity
(e.g., comments targeting women). To this end,
we evaluated the performance of a similar task–
multi-label binary prediction–but the identity sub-
groups. We specifically focus on racial/ethnic iden-
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Figure 2: Model performance on identity sub-groups varies strongly across sub-groups. The performance on
target sub-group identity prediction across test folds of the MHS corpus as quantified by threshold-dependent and
threshold-agnostic metrics. a-b. Precision, recall, and F1 score on the test set data according to a 0.5 threshold
(a) and ROC/PR AUCs (b) for the racial sub-groups. c-d. Same as top row, but for the gender identity groups.
Black lines denote the incidence rate (number of positive labels) of the corresponding target identity group. Identity
groups are sorted in order of decreasing incidence rate.

tity sub-groups (Black, White, Latinx, Asian, Mid-
dle Eastern, Pacific Islander, Native American, or
some other group; listed in decreasing order of inci-
dence rate) and gender identity sub-groups (women,
men, non-binary; listed in decreasing order of in-
cidence rate) because these groups were the most
well-represented in the corpus. Within the gender
identity sub-group task, we added an additional
transgender label. As in the case of the broader
identity groups, we found that the best performing
model was a network with a RoBERTa-Large base
with soft labels and weighted samples.

We found that the best performing model exhib-
ited high predictive performance on some racial
identities (Fig. 2). However, predictive perfor-
mance was generally lower than that of the group
identity prediction. We first evaluated threshold-
dependent metrics, finding that the model exhibited
the best performance on Black-targeting speech, a
median F1 score of 0.72. Similar to the target iden-
tity models, precision generally exceeded that of
recall, implying the presence of false negatives.
These discrepancies were most strongly observed
in the racial groups which had the lowest incidence
rate, including Middle Eastern, Pacific Islander,

Native American, and the Other category (Fig. 2b:
black lines). Among the threshold-agnostic metrics,
ROC AUC generally indicated superior predictive
performance, though this may be a product of la-
bel imbalance (Davis and Goadrich, 2006). PR
AUC generally tracked with the F1 score (and the
incidence rate). A notable exception is Asian iden-
tity, which exhibited higher PR AUC than Latinx
identity, despite having a lower indicidence rate.

Meanwhile, for the gender sub-groups, we ob-
served worse performance relative to race. The best
predictive performance was observed on identify-
ing comments targeting women, with an F1 score of
roughly 0.65. Interestingly, we observed substan-
tially better predictive performance in identifying
comments targeting transgender people compared
to men, despite comparable incidence rates. Over-
all, we found that the reduced number of samples
resulted in decreased predictive performance for
many identity sub-groups.

4.3 Models Generalize to External Corpora

Thus far, we have examined model performance
on held-out data within the MHS corpus, which
consists of comments from Reddit, Twitter, and
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HateCheck Corpus
Identity Group Accuracy (Chance) F1 Score ROC AUC PR AUC

Disability 0.989 (0.869) 0.957 0.996 0.986

Gender 0.978 (0.739) 0.954 0.994 0.990

National Origin 0.986 (0.875) 0.941 0.990 0.972

Race 0.981 (0.871) 0.926 0.990 0.972

Religion 0.984 (0.869) 0.935 0.967 0.951

Sexual Orientation 0.993 (0.852) 0.974 0.991 0.981

Gab Hate Corpus
Identity Group Accuracy (Chance) F1 Score ROC AUC PR AUC

Disability 0.972 (0.969) 0.237 0.857 0.408

Gender 0.954 (0.927) 0.636 0.939 0.721

National Origin 0.868 (0.846) 0.402 0.821 0.523

Politics 0.788 (0.710) 0.557 0.826 0.667

Race 0.873 (0.781) 0.622 0.880 0.778

Religion 0.924 (0.827) 0.773 0.916 0.763

Sexual Orientation 0.981 (0.954) 0.780 0.948 0.784

Table 1: Target identity models generalize to out-of-corpus, out-of-platform comments. The test performance
of the target identity model (specifically, the model corresponding to Fig. 1) on the HateCheck (top table) and Gab
Hate Corpus (bottom table). The labels provided by each corpus were reassigned to align with the model’s outputs
(see Methods). Model predictions for identity groups without a corresponding label (age and political affiliation for
HateCheck; age for GHC) were discarded. F1 score is calculated with a threshold of 0.5.

YouTube. However, past work has found that hate
speech models exhibit a drop in performance on
external corpora, particularly when those corpora
are sourced from other platforms (Koufakou et al.,
2020; Arango et al., 2019). Therefore, we sought to
assess out-of-corpus/platform performance of the
trained model by evaluating it on two corpora: the
HateCheck corpus and Gab Hate Corpus (GHC).

We first considered the HateCheck corpus be-
cause it served as a sanity check for model valida-
tion. The HateCheck corpus consists of functional
tests for hate speech, which often clearly make ap-
parent the targeted identity group (Röttger et al.,
2021). Due to the relatively simple syntactic struc-
ture, we should expect a trained model to perform
well at identifying targeted identities. We relabeled
the HateCheck identity groups to align with the
trained model, matching to 6 of its 8 identity groups
(see Methods). We applied our model to all sam-
ples in the corpus and evaluated the performance.

We found that the model exhibited superior pre-
dictive performance on the HateCheck corpus (Ta-
ble 1: top). We obtained accuracies ranging from
0.97−0.99 for each identity group, greatly exceed-
ing that of chance, which ranged from 0.7− 0.86.
At a threshold of 0.5, F1 scores were all above 0.90.
Meanwhile, AUC scores were well above 0.95 for

all identity groups, implying tight control of false
positives and false negatives.

We supplemented the above generalization check
with the Gab Hate Corpus (GHC), consisting of
comments extracted from the social media plat-
form Gab (Kennedy et al., 2022). The GHC covers
a wide range of target group identities that match
closely with those of the MHS corpus. Further-
more, it presents a useful test case to evaluate the
extent to which the target identity model general-
izes to a new distribution of comments. We applied
our model to the subset of comments on which the
annotators specified a hateful target (see Methods).

We found that the model generally performed
well on the GHC, but exhibited a slight drop in
predictive performance relative to the MHS corpus
(Table 1: bottom). The model achieved accuracies
ranging from 0.78− 0.98, well above chance. The
model exhibited wide ranging F1 scores, with poor
or average performance on the disability, national
origin, and political affiliation groups. The ROC
AUC and PR AUC scores similarly suggested good
predictive performance, but were lower than those
on the MHS corpus. Tracking with incidence rate,
the model exhibited the best performance on the
gender, race, religion, and sexual orientation cate-
gories. Overall, these results demonstrate that the
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Figure 3: Models exhibit diverse performance on multi-target samples. a. The log-count of samples for each
pair of identity groups in the MHS corpus. b. The macro-F1 score evaluated on sub-corpora containing samples in
which each pair of identity groups was targeted (according to annotators) or predicted to be targeted by the classifier.
c. The PR AUC on the same sub-corpora, across identity group pairs.

predictive models generalize fairly well to novel,
out-of-platform data.

4.4 Model Performance on Multiple Targets

Hate speech can target multiple identity groups,
either referencing them as separate targets (e.g.,
referencing a Black person and woman separately)
or as a single, intersectional target (e.g. referenc-
ing a Black woman, a single subject with racial
and gender identity components). We sought to
examine how well the classifier performed in sce-
narios where two identities were targeted in the
same comment, either by annotation or prediction.

We first examined the number of comments for
each pair of target identity groups in the corpus. We
assigned binary labels based on annotator majority
voting for each target. Then, for each pair of iden-
tity groups, we calculated the number of comments
which targeted both identity groups. The distribu-
tion of log-counts for each pair of identity groups is
shown in Figure 3a. These counts generally aligned
with the number of samples for each identity group.
For example, (gender, race), the two largest iden-
tity groups in the corpus, had among the highest
log-counts. However, the relationship between the
identity groups also played a role in the observed
counts. For example, (race/ethnicity, national ori-
gin) and (gender identity, sexual orientation) were
the two combinations with the largest number of
samples. This likely stems from the topic overlap
within each pair.

We might expect a classifier to perform well on
identity group pairs with a large number of sam-
ples. The classifier could, however, produce errors
on these pairs by mistaking one identity group for
another. Furthermore, the classifier may predict

multiple targets when only one target is present.
In order to evaluate the performance of the model
in these settings, we consolidated a sub-corpus of
comments for which (i) annotators identified two
targeted identity groups or (ii) the classifier iden-
tified two targeted identity groups. Thus, the sub-
corpus could contain either false negatives (classi-
fier failed to predict both identity groups) or false
positives (classifier mistakenly identified multiple
identity groups). For each pair of identity groups,
we calculated the average F1 score and PR AUC
across the pair of labels (weighted by incidence
rate). We note that we could only calculate these
metrics when the classifier exhibited some false
positives. If this did not occur, the F1 score and
PR AUC would be undefined. We denote these rare
instances with an X in Figure 3.

We examined the distribution of the F1 score
and PR AUC across the pairs of identity groups
(Fig. 3b-c). We found that, generally, the model ex-
hibited worse performance on identity pairs which
had the least number of samples, such as (age, dis-
ability) and (age, politics). On the other hand, the
model generally performed well in cases where
there were an abundance of samples, such as (race,
gender). However, we observed other interesting
relationships. For example, the model exhibited
the best performance for identity pairs that were
less related to each other, such as (age, sexual ori-
entation), despite these pairs having lower counts.
Notably, (origin, politics) exhibited markedly lower
predictive performance, despite having more sam-
ples than other pairs. Together, these results high-
light that performance on samples with multiple
identity groups is modulated by the identity group
pair under consideration.
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5 Discussion

We have demonstrated that transformer-based neu-
ral network models can achieve good predictive
performance on classifying multiple targeted iden-
tity groups or sub-groups simultaneously. We ad-
ditionally validated the models on out-of-corpus
data, finding that the results indicated some degree
of generalizability. These results largely serve to
benchmark this task for future studies, but also raise
additional questions on the definition and concep-
tual framing of “targeting” in hate speech corpora.

We evaluated the performance of the model on
multiple targets. However, the survey question
prompting for identity targets did not distinguish
between a single target with multiple identities, or
multiple distinct targets. For example, a secondary
analysis may be interested in comments that target
Black women (at the intersection of racial and gen-
der identity sub-groups), which are distinct from
comments that separately target a Black person
and a woman, but would be indistinguishable un-
der the labeling scheme. The distinction is impor-
tant, as the former setting corresponds to intersec-
tional identity (Crenshaw, 2018), on which datasets
and machine learning algorithms have been demon-
strated to exhibit biased coverage or performance
(Kim et al., 2020). Thus, the development of new
labeling instruments that ask annotators to make
the distinction between intersectional and multiple
targets is of interest for future work. For example,
Fortuna et al. (2019) developed a hierarchical label-
ing scheme which allowed for the the identification
of intersectional targets in a Portugese dataset.

In this work, we considered multi-label networks
designed to simultaneously predict either identity
groups or sub-groups. However, constructing net-
works that can simultaneously predict multiple sets
of sub-groups is of interest, particularly for identi-
fying intersectional targets in social media content.
This can be viewed as multi-task problem, which
may require adjustment to network architectures
in order to achieve desirable performance (Craw-
shaw, 2020; Talat et al., 2018). The development
of multi-task networks with identity group specific
sub-networks is of interest for future work (Plaza-
del Arco et al., 2021). Such networks could, for
example, contain sub-networks predicting racial
identity sub-groups, gender identity sub-groups,
and others, in parallel.

We relied on synthesizing annotator responses
into a single label for each comment, while incorpo-

rating some knowledge of their disagreement. This
approach generally falls in line with the weak per-
spectivist approach in predictive computing (Basile
et al., 2021). However, annotator disagreement
on the identity group targets (Appendix C) indi-
cates that there is some subjectivity in identify-
ing targeted groups. Data perspectivist approaches
more strongly incorporating different annotator re-
sponses are a viable path forward (Basile et al.,
2021; Sudre et al., 2019; Uma et al., 2020). At
the same time, continued improvement in labeling
instruments could further ameliorate these issues.
For example, instruments that allow annotators
to explain their reasoning in a structured fashion
could shed light on why annotator disagreement
is present. Qualitative examination of comments
could support additional theorization of the the con-
cept of “targeting”. In this vein, following Kennedy
et al. (2020), it may be possible to develop a mea-
surement scale for “targeting” to facilitate item
response theory approaches on this task.

Extensions to this work could facilitate parsing
of the sentence to better elucidate the manner in
which hateful comments refer to targets. For exam-
ple, Shvets (2021) develop extraction networks to
identify the text corresponding to both the “target”
of a comment and its “aspect”, or the characteristic
attributed to the target. Such work could facilitate
additional qualitative examination of comments.

While hate speech is understood to “target” a per-
son or group based on a characteristic, the notion
of “targeting” is slightly different across datasets.
For example, we used “target” to mean the identity
group that a comment is directed toward, whether
the comment exhibited positive or negative va-
lence. This was framed in the context of a measure-
ment scale spanning supportive and hateful speech
(Kennedy et al., 2020). However, other corpora
limit their definition to content that is strictly hate-
ful. These subtle distinctions limit the ability of
out-of-corpus validation on datasets. For exam-
ple, in this context, we could only use a subset of
the GHC for generalization, since many comments
were deemed not hateful (and thus did not have
targeted identity annotations), despite referencing
an identity group. Datasets may also reference the
manner in which “targeting” occurs, such as calls
to violence, usage of profanity, or implicit rhetoric
(e.g., sarcasm or irony). Further work is needed to
standardize these definitions to better inform the
curation of future corpora.
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A Extended Experiment Results

Base Model Hyperparams Acc/Chance LOD AUC ROC PR ROC F1 Score

USE V4

Binary Labels
H256
B32
D0.1

1.062 0.941 0.949 0.498 0.428

USE V4

Soft Labels
H256
B128
D0.1

1.130 1.131 0.938 0.607 0.529

DistilBERT

Binary Labels
H256
B64
D0.1

1.135 1.179 0.942 0.648 0.597

DistilBERT

Binary Labels
H128
B64
D0.1

1.136 1.203 0.940 0.650 0.584

BERT Base

Binary Labels
H128
B32
D0.1

1.137 1.215 0.942 0.667 0.610

BERT Base

Soft Labels
H128
B32
D0.1

1.138 1.243 0.952 0.681 0.594

BERT Base

Soft Labels
Weighted Samples

H128
B32
D0.1

1.139 1.259 0.952 0.682 0.597

RoBERTa Base

Binary Labels
H128
B32
D0.1

1.137 1.202 0.947 0.660 0.609

RoBERTa Base

Soft Labels
Weighted Samples

H128
B32
D0.1

1.139 1.231 0.952 0.673 0.593

RoBERTa Large

Soft Labels
Weighted Samples

H256
B8

D0.05

1.164 1.343 0.964 0.724 0.647

Table 2: Full experimental results. LOD denotes “log-odds difference”. USE denotes “Universal Sentence Encoder”.
“H” denotes the size of the hidden layer. “B” denotes batch size. “D” denotes dropout rate. Metrics are calculated by
averaging across identity groups.
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B Annotator Identity Groups and Sub-Groups

Identity Group Identity Subgroups

Race or ethnicity
Black or African American, Latino or non-white Hispanic, Asian, Middle Eastern,
Native American or Alaska Native, Pacific Islander, Non-hispanic white

Religion Jews, Christians, Buddhists, Hindus, Mormons, Atheists, Muslims
National origin A specific country, immigrant, migrant worker, undocumented person

Gender identity
Women, men, non-binary or third gender, transgender women, transgender men,
transgender (unspecified)

Sexual orientation Bisexual, gay, lesbian, heterosexual

Age

Children (0 - 12 years old),
adolescents / teenagers (13 - 17),
young adults / adults (18 - 39),
middle-aged (40 - 64),
seniors (65 or older)

Disability status

People with physical disabilities (e.g., use of wheelchair),
people with cognitive disorders (e.g., autism) or learning
disabilities (e.g., Down syndrome),
people with mental health problems (e.g., depression, addiction),
visually impaired people,
hearing impaired people,
no specific disability

Table 3: Identity group and corresponding subgroups annotators were asked to identify as targets of comments.

C Annotator Agreement on Targeted Identity Groups

Identity Group Krippendorff’s Alpha
Age 0.341

Disability 0.744

Gender Identity 0.712

National Origin 0.571

Race 0.672

Religion 0.797

Sexual Orientation 0.718

Table 4: Annotator agreement on target identity group labels, calculated across samples with Krippendorff’s alpha.
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